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How do Hurricanes’ additions on defense fit in with the mainstays? 

By Sara Civian 

There are a few weeks left in the NHL offseason — which is 
good for the Canes in their pursuit of another top-six forward. 

But after a busy July 28 and some moves that trickled in over 
the following days, it’s relatively safe to say that the defense 
is locked down. We already took a closer look at Carolina’s 
new goalie tandem, so let’s dive into the new — and the old 
— faces on defense while we wait for the offense to round 
out. 

What’s new? 

Ethan Bear: In one of their strongest moves of the offseason, 
the Hurricanes were able to snag a 24-year-old right-side 
defenseman with intriguing potential in a trade for Warren 
Foegele, who had been seeking more minutes and a bigger 
opportunity elsewhere for a while. Bear played top-four 
minutes with the Oilers last season and logged 257:53 top-
pairing minutes in 43 games alongside Darnell Nurse at even 
strength. According to Natural Stat Trick, the pairing owned a 
54 percent Corsi-For and a 59.23 Expected Goals-For 
percentage at five-on-five. Bear had an overall 50.53 percent 
Corsi-For, a 55.36 Expected Goals-For percentage and two 
goals, two primary assists and four secondary assists at five-
on-five. 

Last season was a down year for Bear in scoring (gestures 
toward a shortened season — duh), but in a new 
environment, I like his odds to bounce past his 2019-20 
career high of five goals, 16 assists and 21 points in 71 
games. His shooting percentage hovered around 5 percent 
in 2018-19 and 2019-20 and it was 3.77 in 2020-21 despite 
taking fewer shots. 

And what about special teams? 

He averaged 1:48 short-handed time on ice per game and 53 
seconds of power-play time on ice per game in 2020-21. He 
can definitely play in both situations and has a chance to 
improve on his numbers and/or grow into a bigger role on 
Carolina’s roster. 

If Jake Gardiner is out to start the season and Rod 
Brind’Amour doesn’t feel like going with Jaccob Slavin or 
Brett Pesce to quarterback the second power-play unit, Bear 
could fight for the gig, being a right shot with decent scoring 
potential and all. 

Tony DeAngelo: DeAngelo kicks off the slew of one-year 
signings. The 25-year-old right-shot had one assist and was 
minus-6 in six games with the Rangers last season, but if he 
can bounce back, he probably has the best chance to 
replace Dougie Hamilton on both the top pairing and the top 
power-play unit. 

He has 106 points (24 goals, 82 assists) in 206 NHL games 
between the Rangers and Coyotes, including a career-high 
15 goals, 38 assists and 53 points in 68 games during the 

shortened 2019-20 regular season. His game can be spotty 
defensively, but pairing him with Slavin could give him an 
opportunity to focus on his strengths: scoring and moving the 
puck. 

Ian Cole: Yet another one-year signing, the 32-year-old 
appeared in 54 games split between the Avalanche and the 
Wild last season, posting eight points and 94 blocked shots. 
He’s one of the best third-pairing guys you could ask for, 
especially when it comes to some much-needed veteran 
leadership and toughness on this Hurricanes team. You 
might remember those back-to-back Cups with the Penguins 
in 2016 and 2017. 

According to Natural Stat Trick, Cole tied for No. 7 among all 
players in shots blocked at five-on-five last season with 84. 
He averaged 15:53 TOI last season with a career average of 
17:32 and a career 50.5 percent Corsi-For. Clearly, he’s not 
afraid to show up exactly when needed when you consider 
the TOI to blocked shot ratio from 2020-21. 

He can obviously eat minutes on the penalty kill, which will 
matter with your Brock McGinns of the world gone. 

Brendan Smith: The Rangers, one-year signings and veteran 
defensemen (or, I guess, forwards), you say? Smith, 32, 
could add gritty depth the Canes have lacked at some points 
in the playoffs. 

“I think I play a tough-nosed game, being physical and hard,” 
he said via video call, “I think when you watch the playoffs, 
those are the kind of teams that go deep.” 

As we all know, this style of play can be a double-edged 
sword. Smith drew 25 penalties last season — good for fifth 
in the NHL and first among all defensemen. He also Uno 
reverse carded himself and took 25 penalties — including 
five majors. But let’s remember the turn of events that 
accounts for some of that … 

Smith definitely doesn’t fall under the dirty player category, 
though. While 25 total penalties is never ideal, most of them 
were either silly or the result of him sticking up for 
teammates. Interestingly enough, he’s dabbled in playing 
forward when needed — in 2018-19, the Rangers had him 
playing forward at even strength and defense on the penalty 
kill. Sort of a bizarre move, but hey, the Canes know he can 
slot in if needed, especially since they haven’t shied away 
from the 11-7 scheme in the past. He moved back to full-time 
defenseman in 2019-20 and played alongside a combination 
of Jacob Trouba, Adam Fox and DeAngelo at times. Last 
year, he primarily played with Libor Hajek and occasionally 
K’Andre Miller. 

Who is returning? 

Slavin, Pesce, Gardiner and Brady Skjei are all still with the 
Canes for now. There’s talk of potentially moving Gardiner, 
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and according to colleague Arthur Staple, the Islanders could 
be interested. 

“He fits the ‘played for Lou’ vein of pretty much every other 
acquisition Lou Lamoriello has made for the Islanders, he’s 
fallen out of favor in Carolina and he knows his way around 
the point on a power play,” wrote Staple. “Here’s the catch 
with Gardiner: He’s awaiting surgery and likely won’t be 
ready for the start of the season, possibly weeks beyond 
that. And the Isles don’t really have a safety net on defense.” 

He’s seemed to have fallen out of favor with the Canes no 
matter how you spin it, so I’ll leave him out of the depth chart 
I’m about to project. Now, what should the Canes do with 
Pesce? He’s excellent with Slavin, but he’s excellent 
anywhere. Brind’Amour has shown an appreciation for 
spreading the reliability down the lineup before, and I was 
liking Skjei and Pesce as a pairing. But will they put 

DeAngelo alongside a familiar face that vouched for him in 
Skjei or immediately go for the Hamilton replacement 
project? 

I say dive right in at this point — or else why did you even 
make the move in the first place? The Canes have proved 
that they have and will move things around if necessary. I 
love Bear’s potential but he isn’t quite there yet compared to 
DeAngelo and Pesce for right-side depth, and I’d like to see 
how he adjusts to his second-ever NHL team before tossing 
him to the wolves. If you’re starting out the 2021-22 
Hurricanes season trying to optimize what you have based 
on what you know, the defense pairings look like this: 

Slavin-DeAngelo 
Skjei-Pesce 
Cole-Bear

 

 

About Last Season: Brock McGinn Performance Review and Grade 

Despite an upper-body injury that sidelined him for the last 
month of the regular season, Brock McGinn did what Brock 
McGinn does for the Canes in 2020-21.  

By Alec_Sawyer 

Brock McGinn 2020-21 Season By The Numbers 

 Age: 27 

 NHL Seasons: 6 

 Scoring: 8 goals, 5 assists, 13 points in 37 games 

 Advanced Numbers: 53.64 CF%, 53.52 SCF%, 
54.91 xG%, 53.13 GF% 

 Average TOI: 12:46 ES, 0:03 PP, 2:09 SH 

 Contract Status: Signed four-year, $2.75 million 
AAV deal with Pittsburgh Penguins this offseason 

A depth forward who receives consistent praise from 
coaches and teammates for his hard work and the way he 
plays the game, Brock McGinn had a productive 2020-21 
season for the Canes despite being hindered by some injury 
troubles.  

McGinn played in the Canes’ first 37 games of the season, 
but was sidelined for the final 19 games of the regular 
season after suffering an upper-body injury on April 4 against 
the Dallas Stars. McGinn returned for the playoffs, though, 
playing in all 11 postseason games the Hurricanes played.  

On paper, McGinn was having one of the stronger seasons 
of his career before the injury came. His 13 points in 37 
games would put him on an 82-game pace of 29 points, 

which would be one short of his career high, and his 0.25 
goals per games played in 2021 was by far the best of his 
career.  

In the advanced metrics, McGinn played as a plus-player, 
producing CF, SCF, xGF and xG percentages above 50 
percent across the board. His offensive efficiency, defensive 
efficiency and WAR were way up, though all come with the 
asterisk of a very small sample size with just 37 games 
played.  

McGinn, as he has been for a few years, was a bottom-six 
forward for the Canes, averaging 12:46 of even-strength time 
on ice, and he didn’t play the power play. But what McGinn 
did well again in 2020-21, that he’s always been great at, 
was play on Carolina’s penalty kill, which was one of the 
league’s best this past season.  

McGinn averaged 2:09 of shorthanded ice time per game, 
the most among all Canes’ forwards and fourth on the team 
overall. His relative Corsi for percentage shorthanded was 
1.8, making him and Jaccob Slavin the only two members of 
the Canes with positive numbers and more than 2:00 of 
shorthanded time per game.  

And while he was great on the penalty kill, he was a 
somewhat streaky scorer for the Hurricanes in 2020-21. He 
started the season with five straight games without 
registering a point, but then got hot and tallied at least one in 
eight of 11 games.  

That stretch included a four-game goal streak in February, 
where he tallied a goal in four straight road games.  

A few games after that four-game goal streak, McGinn 
recorded the second four-point game of his career in a 7-3 
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drubbing of the Columbus Blue Jackets. McGinn assisted a 
Sebastian Aho goal in the first period, scored himself and 
assisted a Teuvo Teravainen goal in the second and then 
tallied again midway through the third period to bring his total 
to four points.  

That hot streak for McGinn, which featured 11 points in 11 
games, came to a halt with a seven-game scoreless streak. 
He had an assist and a goal in a three-game span in early 
March, but then finished his regular season with 11 straight 
games without a point.  

Then the injury came, and McGinn found himself off the ice 
for the final month of the regular season. But when the 
playoffs started back, so did McGinn, who made a major 
impact for the Canes in their first-round series against the 
Nashville Predators.  

McGinn scored three goals and an assist in that series, 
scoring twice in game three and putting up two points with a 
goal and an assist in the decisive game six.  

In game three, McGinn tallied late in the second period to tie 
the game at 2-2, bringing the Canes back even as they 
headed into the final intermission. He scored again just 13 
seconds into the third period, just 2:08 of game time after his 
first, to give the Canes a 3-2 lead with a soaring effort.  

McGinn came back with a goal and an assist in the series-
clinching game six for the Canes, netting the first of the 
game for Carolina to tie things up at 1-1 in the first period. He 
added an assist on a game-tying goal from Dougie Hamilton 
in the third period, which forced overtime.  

All in all, McGinn did what McGinn does in 2020-21, grinding 
and working hard for the Canes, much to the appreciation of 
the coaching staff and the fans. He earned himself the four-
year contract he signed with the Penguins, that’s for sure.  

The upper-body injury that sidelined McGinn for the last 
month of the regular season was costly for him, as another 
month of action could’ve seen McGinn really solidify what 
may have turned into the best season of his NHL career.

  

Welcome Back to the Metro: An overview of Carolina’s division foes’  

Lets check in on our new old foes in the Metropolitan 
division, returning to the six old faces that we all said bye to 
last season. 

By Zeke Lukow 

With the Hurricanes returning to the Metropolitan Division 
this season, we’re taking a look at each of the team’s seven 
divisional foes, six of whom they did not play last season, 
what they did in the offseason and their outlook for the 2021-
22 season.  

Carolina Hurricanes: 80 Points (36-12-8) First in the Central 

In: Ethan Bear, Frederik Andersen, Antti Raanta, Tony 
DeAngelo, Ian Cole, Josh Leivo, Brendan Smith, Alex Lyon, 
Derek Stepan 

Out: Dougie Hamilton, Alex Nedeljkovic, Petr Mrazek, James 
Reimer, Brock McGinn, Joni Hakanpaa, Cedric Paquette, 
Jake Bean, Warren Foegele, Morgan Geekie 

The Carolina Hurricanes are used to hearing that they have 
questions in net, but what’s unique about this offseason is 
they have questions everywhere. They had a quarter of the 
roster turnover in just one offseason, including the entire 
goaltending battery.  

The front office has earned trust, but they may have well also 
galaxy brained themselves backwards. While the loss of 
Dougie Hamilton hurts, the deal he signed with the Devils is 
high risk and could come back looking bad sooner rather 
than later. However, your team will always get worse when 
you lose a Norris caliber defenseman. According to Evolving 
Hockey, the Canes have had the second-worst offseason by 
losing six wins.  

The Canes brought in a ton of veterans who can fill in the 
bottom six and kept Jordan Martinook for the locker room. 
However, one of their biggest needs this offseason, a top-six 
winger, has not been addressed. They struggled to score in 
the postseason and have done nothing to address it even 

with $12 million in cap space. They now return to the 
Metropolitan Division with tougher competition and more 
questions than they have had in three years. They will have 
a critical start to the season where 10 players will need to gel 
and form into a new team. If they get off to a slow start, they 
may have too big of a deficit to overcome.  

Columbus Blue Jackets: 48 Points (18-26-12) Last in the 
Central 

In: Jake Bean, Jakub Voracek, Adam Boqvist, Sean Kuraly 

Out: Seth Jones, Cam Atkinson, Zac Dalpe, Michael Del 
Zotto, Riley Nash 

The Columbus Blue Jackets have had a very eventful 
offseason that has permanently changed the makeup of their 
organization and roster. They parted ways with head coach 
John Tortorella, who had been at the helm for the last six 
seasons, and promoted long-time assistant coach Brad 
Larsen to head coach.  

The Blue Jackets continued their all-out rebuild that started 
at the trade deadline. They traded Seth Jones to the Chicago 
Blackhawks and, in doing so, moved up in this year’s first-
round, added a first-round pick and a second-round pick in 
2022. The moves at the deadline and the deals around the 
draft meant they were able to make three first-round picks (2, 
12, and 25 overall). With those picks, they were able to take 
two centers and a defenseman and flipped that second-
round pick for Jake Bean, an NHL-ready young defenseman. 
They are also actively shopping Max Domi to get more 
assets, which are unlikely to make the team better this 
season but hope to help accelerate the rebuild.  

The Blue Jackets also made some high-visibility re-signings. 
They tendered Patrik Laine, which means he will have a one-
year, $7.5-million deal. They have also added eight more 
years of Zach Werenski with an eight-year deal with a $9.58 
million cap hit. This is a massive deal for the Blue Jackets, 
who needed to keep Werenski at all costs. At just 24 years 
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old, he has plenty of good years ahead of him. The team has 
also had a really hard time keeping its own good players, this 
can help end that narrative. 

New Jersey Devils: 45 Points (19-30-7) Seventh in the East 

In: Dougie Hamilton, Tomas Tartar, Jonathan Bernier, Ryan 
Graves 

Out: Conner Carrick, Aaron Dell, Ryan Murray, Will Butcher, 
Aaron Dell 

The New Jersey Devils had the offseason that many 
Carolina Hurricanes fans wish the Canes had. The Devils 
made the marquee free agent signing by getting Dougie 
Hamilton on a seven-year, $63-million contract. Hamilton has 
been one of the best complete defenders over the past three 
seasons playing with Jaccob Slavin, and has played on the 
top pairing with the Canes and the Calgary Flames. At just 
28 he should be good for the majority of this contract that 
doesn’t end until he’s 35. The question was never if Dougie 
is worth $9 million, it’s how long will he be able to play at that 
level? 

The Devils also signed another Carolina Hurricanes target in 
Tomas Tartar. Tartar signed for two years at $4.5 million per 
season. He has spent the last three years with the Montreal 
Canadiens but has been proven that he can score 20 goals 
and 50 points in a normal length season. Also, at 30 years 
old he will be the oldest forward on the roster by a couple of 
years. He will be a good mentor and example for the young 
players on the team. 

By the same metric that the Hurricanes had the worst 
offseason, the Devils have had the best by adding more than 
four wins this season. These are the smart moves that teams 
need to make at the end of rebuilds to get to the next level. 
This is reminiscent of the Rangers when they signed Artemi 
Panarin to take them from the bottom of the division to 
fighting for a playoff spot. Combine these moves with 
developing their top draft pick prospects and they will be 
poised to be in the hunt in the next few seasons. 

New York Islanders: 71 Points (32-17-7) Fourth in the East  

In: Richard Panik 

Out: Andrew Ladd, Nick Leddy, Jordan Eberle 

The New York Islanders are coming off their second straight 
loss in the third round of the playoffs at the hands of the 
Tampa Bay Lightning. They have had a consistent roster 
over the past few seasons so there has been reason to keep 
the team together as much as possible. However, with Adam 
Pelech, Anthony Beauvillier and Ilya Sorokin as restricted 
free agents, they needed to make moves to clear cap space. 
First, they exposed and lost Jordan Eberle to the Seattle 
Kraken. Eberle was the third-highest goal scorer for the Isles 
but also cost them $5.5 million.  

The Islanders paid a hefty price of two second-round picks 
and a conditional third-round pick to the Coyotes to take 
Andrew Ladd. Ladd’s contract still had a hefty $4.425 million 
cap hit even when buried in the AHL. The Isles also swapped 
Nick Leddy for Richard Panik and a second-round pick from 
the Detroit Red Wings. The move freed up another $4.125 
million in cap space.  

They did re-sign Adam Pelech to an eight-year, $46-million 
contract with a $5.75 million AAV. The Islanders only have 
Anthony Beauvillier and Ilya Sorokin as their remaining 
unsigned restricted free agents with almost $12 million in 
space. Beauvillier would be around a $5-million contract if he 
signed longer-term and Sorokin could be around $3 million 
as a younger backup goalie that could be the future starter. 
This leaves them with around four million to sign forwards 
Casey Cizikas and Kyle Palmieri.  

New York Rangers: 60 Points (27-23-6) Fifth in the East 

In: Ryan Reaves, Barclay Goodrow, Samuel Blais, Jarred 
Tinordi, Patrick Nemeth 

Out: Pavel Buchnevich, Brett Howden, Phillip Di Giuseppe, 
Brendan Smith, Colin Blackwell, Tony DeAngelo 

The biggest news for the Rangers could be the lack of 
trading for Jack Eichel. Eichel, who demanded a trade from 
the Buffalo Sabres has been linked to the Rangers ever 
since. The longer the talks go, the more of a discount the 
Rangers could get on the center. The Rangers technically 
have the cap space to make it work but do have to keep in 
mind that Adam Fox is a restricted free agent after this 
season and will get a large raise.  

The Rangers proved that their statement after the Tom 
Wilson incident was serious. They have made multiple 
moves to acquire more toughness. They signed Jarred 
Tinordi to a two-year contract and traded for Ryan Reaves 
and signed him to a one-year contract extension that will kick 
in next season. The Rangers also traded for Barclay 
Goodrow and signed him to an eight-year contract with a 
$3.64-million cap hit. Goodrow was likely overpaid in this 
contract as a bottom-six forward, but the Rangers value his 
multiple Stanley Cups.  

These three deals sealed the Rangers having to ship out 
Pavel Buchnevich, who was a pending restricted free agent. 
Buchnevich ended up signing a four-year deal with a $5.8-
million cap hit after coming off his most successful season 
that saw him score 20 goals and 28 assists in 54 games 
played. The Rangers will miss his offensive abilities. This did 
more to exacerbate the Rangers' issues of being a top-heavy 
team. Now with less skill in the top six, they will continue to 
struggle with teams that have a more complete lineup, which 
most of the Metro does.  

Philadelphia Flyers: 58 Points (25-23-8) Sixth in the East 

In: Cam Atkinson, Rasmus Ristolainen, Ryan Ellis, Keith 
Yandle, Martin Jones, Nate Thompson  

Out: Jakub Voracek, Robert Hagg, Shayne Gostisbehere, 
Nolan Patrick, Phillipe Myers, Brian Elliott 

The 2020-2021 season can only be described as a 
disappointment to the Flyers. The Flyers made the decision 
over the last few seasons that they would not be rebuilding 
and now they are forcing deals to try to make the next step. 
They traded a second-round pick to the Arizona Coyotes to 
take Shayne Gostisbehere. Gostisbehere fell out of favor 
with fans and the organization due to the perceived lack of 
defensive play. 
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To replace him they traded Robert Hagg, a first-round pick 
and a 2023 second-round pick for Rasmus Ristolainen in a 
universally panned trade. Ristolainen is another offensive-
minded defenseman with terrible defense and possession 
numbers. His 43.49% Corsi and 34.72% goals for were both 
bottom three for the Buffalo Sabres, who were the worst 
team by a landslide last season. On top of that, they also 
signed Keith Yandle, who also fell out of favor with the 
Florida Panthers for a lack of defensive play.  

They were able to trade for Ryan Ellis, who will give them a 
real top pairing with Ivan Proverov. The Flyers were caught 
off guard when Matt Niskanen retired right before last 
season. There are downsides to the deal. Ellis is more 
expensive than Gostisbehere and has a $6.25-million cap hit 
through the 2026-2027 season at 30 years old. 

The Flyers also doubled down on goaltender Carter Hart by 
re-signing him and only signing Martin Jones, who struggled 
with the San Jose Sharks over the last few seasons. Hart 
was one of the worst goaltenders statistically last season. 
His .877 sv% and 3.67 GAA were both bottom three for all 
goaltenders that played 12 or more games and ranks dead 
last for all starters. His -8.55 Goals Saved Above Expectation 
also ranked 62nd out of 66 goaltenders in the league. Their 
hopes will rest on whether or not he can return to form, if he 
doesn’t, they will have massive problems. 

Pittsburgh Penguins: 77 Points (27-16-3) First Place in the 
East 

In: Brock McGinn, Dominik Simon, Danton Heinen 

Out: Jarred McCann, Cody Ceci, Frederick Gaudreau, 
Maxime Legace, Brandon Tanev 

The Penguins were worried they would lose Jarred McCann 
for nothing in the expansion draft, so they traded him to the 
Toronto Maple Leafs for Filip Hallander and a seventh-round 
pick in the 2023 draft. The Maple Leafs then lost McCann for 
nothing. The Penguins did lose Brandon Tanev in expansion. 
Despite the good news of clearing his contract, they will still 
miss his physical presence. Overall, the Pens must have 
valued clearing cap over keeping Tanev, who would have 
stayed on the roster if the Kraken took McCann in the 
expansion draft. 

The tough thing for the Penguins heading into next season 
will be replacing McCann, who scored the fourth-most goals 
on the team. To replace them, they signed noted goal scorer 

Brock McGinn. McGinn will likely slot into the third line, 
playing with Jeff Carter and other newcomer Danton Heinen. 
For years, the Penguins have been searching for a real third-
line center, and it really looks like Carter has been the guy 
they have been looking for.  

The Pens are still poised to have a great season. They still 
have Evgeni Malkin, Sidney Crosby, Kris Letang and both of 
their goaltenders from last season. They didn’t lose many of 
their truly important players. They will face a tough cap 
situation all season with just $121,795 in projected space. 
They could run into issues like the Golden Knights did last 
season where they can’t start a full roster in a game or two 
because they don’t have the cap space.  

Washington Capitals: 77 Points (26-15-5) Second in the East  

In: Dylan McIlrath 

Out: Brendan Dillon, Craig Anderson, Michael Raffl 

The Washington Capitals' main goal this offseason was to 
sign Alexander Ovechkin and make sure that they could be 
cap compliant heading into next season. The signed 
Ovechkin to a five-year contract with a $9.5-million cap hit. 
The deal was much longer and a bit more expensive than 
many expected, but he deserves every single penny of the 
deal. If this is Ovi’s last contract, he will need to score 33 
goals a season to catch Wayne Gretzky’s career goals 
record. 

The Caps did lose Brendan Dillon to cap issues and sent him 
to Winnipeg for two second-round picks. Dillon had been a 
top-four defenseman for the Caps, but they wouldn’t be able 
to afford his $3.9 million cap hit with Nicklas Backstrom’s 
raise. They were the only team to end up making trades to 
not lose anyone in the expansion draft. They traded a 2023 
second-round pick for Vitek Vanecek a week after he was 
selected in the draft. This was a key acquisition for the team, 
who would not have been able to call up Phoenix Copley and 
stay under the cap.  

The quiet offseason was a smart decision for Washington, 
which performed well last season but ran into COVID issues 
throughout the season and goaltender issues in the playoffs. 
They ended up having to start third-string goaltender Craig 
Anderson in the first two games of their first-round series 
against the Boston Bruins. The Caps should be in a great 
position to make a good run this season.
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Carolina Hurricanes host yard sale at PNC Arena with merchandise up to half off  

By Amber Rupinta 

RALEIGH, N.C. (WTVD) -- Carolina Hurricanes fans looking 
for a deal on Canes merchandise can score big on Saturday 
in Raleigh. The annual Carolina Hurricanes Yard Sale takes 
place this weekend inside PNC Arena. 

Prices on many items will be slashed up to half off. Select T-
shirts and hats will be sold for as low as $5 or $10. Team 
game equipment is also up for grabs. Shoppers will also find 
autographed collectibles and some of the items sold will 
benefit the charitable arm of the team, The Carolina 
Hurricanes Foundation. 

"We are nothing without our amazing supporters and fans," 
said Jon Chase, Vice President of Community Outreach for 

the Hurricanes. "So, it's important that we can be fan-first 
and fan-forward and make things available like items that are 
specific to players or team gear that they've been looking at, 
at cost-effective prices. It's a fun day for our supporters." 

Season ticket holders have first access from 8 a.m. to 11 
a.m. 

The sale opens to the general public at 11 a.m. and runs 
through 2 p.m. 

The Hurricanes' Central Division Championship banner will 
also be up for the first time for fans to see and with any item 
purchased, shoppers will be eligible to get preseason tickets 
to a Canes game. 

 

 

 

 
Canes’ Ethan Bear surprises young hockey player with new equipment  

By Alyssa Rae  

REGINA, Canada (WNCN) – The Carolina Hurricanes 
acquired defenseman Ethan Bear from the Oilers in the off-
season.  

And now after helping out one young hockey player – he 
may already be a fan favorite. 

Jocelyne Kinistino was about to pull her 12-year-old son, 
Lionel Kenny, out of the Ethan Bear Hockey Camp in 
Canada and told the camp coordinator that Lionel didn’t have 
any equipment. 

“They asked me, ‘what does he need?’ And we said, ‘we 
don’t have anything to start off with because we lost 
everything,’” said Kinistino. 

The camp coordinator happened to be Bear’s mother.  

She said they could help get Lionel some skates.  

Jocelyn Kinistino was expecting used skates, but when Bear 
asked them to meet him at a sporting goods store, they were 
in for a big surprise. 

“They started suiting him up. He just didn’t care. He said 
grab whatever you want. It was like Christmas,” she added. 

The freshly acquired Hurricanes defenseman not only took 
care of the rest of Lionel’s camp fees, but he also bought him 
all brand new equipment. 

“I felt happy like they wanted me to play hockey,” said Lionel. 

“We were driving home and I was crying just really happy for 
my son. And I look over and he was crying too because he 
just couldn’t believe it.”
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/2763360/2021/08/13/how-do-hurricanes-additions-on-defense-fit-in-with-the-mainstays/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/8/12/22620761/about-last-season-brock-mcginn-performance-review-and-grade 
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/8/12/22621224/carolina-hurricanes-welcome-back-to-the-metropolitan-division 

https://abc11.com/carolina-hurricanes-yard-sale-canes-merchandise-pnc-arena/10947524/ 
https://www.cbs17.com/sports/carolina-hurricanes/canes-ethan-bear-surprises-young-hockey-player-with-new-equipment/ 
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Sportsnet.ca / The do's and don'ts of skating with NHL players in summer 
hockey 

In the fall of 2020, while awaiting the NHL's return, Connor McDavid and 
Auston Matthews practising together in Arizona became a must-watch 
spectacle. 

 

Justin Bourne August 12, 2021, 10:58 AM 

 

At around 19 or 20 years old, I found myself invited to skate in a summer 
shinny game that was packed full of pros, mostly by luck (I had a 
personal relationship with one of the players unrelated to hockey). I first 
started skating there around 2002, which in Kelowna at the time meant 
young Canadian Olympians were well represented there, with Duncan 
Keith and Shea Weber and Dany Heatley and -- on the very rare 
occasion -- Jarome Iginla and Carey Price. 

The years all blend together, as I’d skate there many years after, but 
needless to say the best 20 skaters between the two teams would’ve 
assembled a formidable NHL team at the time. 

I was a measly junior A hockey player -- a pretty OK one, I should note -- 
but I started in that game as a junior player nonetheless. That meant 
being A) quite bad in that game, and B) being sadly short on the etiquette 
that comes with participating in those skates. I’ve written about those 
years before, but this time I thought I’d break it down into five simple do’s 
and don’ts just in case you, too, should find yourself in that situation. 
Cause I assure you, it’s not as simple as “Do your best.” 

Oh god, don’t do your best. 

That would not go over well. 

What you should do is… 

DO try, DO compete. 

You cannot be the “This is summer hockey, it doesn’t matter, so I’m not 
even gonna try” guy. You can’t. Hockey doesn’t function that way, or it 
ends up looking like the NFL pro bowl. Not trying results in a 
meaningless show of going through the motions, miming hockey-like 
conditions, rather than giving everyone the chance to improve. So yes 
backcheck a bit, yes defend that one-on-one with some vigor, yes pass it 
hard and shoot it to score. 

DON’T try too hard there, Hustles. 

There’s a fine line between working hard to keep the integrity of the 
game going, and going in after loose pucks with the intent of winning 
them at all costs. 

Nobody wants an honest attempt at a net-front box-out from a D-man in 
these games, as those involve cross-checks and anger and in turn, pain. 
If you’re driving a D-man wide on a one-on-one and cutting in hard, 
forcing that D-man to either hit you or push you into the goalie, you’re 
using effort as a means of showing others up, because you put them in a 
position where they have to let you go (or risk injury to you and the 
goalie). You’re saying “You be the bigger person to keep us all safe, 
cause I’m not willing to do that.” 

So it’s a reasonable ask. Nobody needs an injury in summer hockey. 
Relax, Turbo. 

DO try to score. 

Goalies don’t wear less equipment in summer hockey than they do in-
season. So as long as the one you’re shooting on is at your ability level 
or higher, let it buck. Now, you have to be considerate, too. Goalies 
aren’t trying to get hit in the head in the summer. But, in general, you 
can’t play ice hockey goaltender with a “no shooting for the top corner” 
rule, so yeah man. Be smart -- keep it away from high and mid-net -- but 
fire away. 

DON’T try to score through traffic. 

There are always a couple players who are professionals purely because 
they have all the raw tools: they’re almost certainly big, they can bomb it, 
maybe they skate great. But, a lot of those people can post a higher 
number with their slapshot on a radar gun than they could on a 
standardized IQ test. What that means is the way they score in-season is 
they way they try to score in-shinny, which is Not Bright. 

Shooting through screens is a great way to score in hockey, but that’s not 
an option in summer shinny until about September, when players are 
truly ramping it up for camp. When you wind up from distance with legs in 
the way, again, you’re forcing the defenders to get out of the way to 
protect themselves because you’re not courteous enough to do it for 
them. It’s hockey, and it’s a high-risk game, but that doesn’t mean those 
risks need to be taken by ankles in August two hours before a tee time. 

DO enjoy some off-season playing-style luxuries. 

To make it, many players have to play heavily coached hockey, and 
that’s not a brand of hockey anyone actually set out to play as a kid. 
Some guys get paid to dump it in and forecheck and hit and get off the 
rink quickly. Some players make millions playing 10 minutes a night. So 
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sure, with no coach on the bench, everyone can play a little more pond 
hockey, where you try to score and stay on the ice for chances both 
ways. But come on now, 

DON’T exceed a courteous shift length. 

If you’re on the rink with pro hockey players in the summer, chances are 
you’re pretty good yourself. And at that level, everyone is in good shape, 
or close to it. So yes, everyone could stay out on the ice for five minutes 
shifts if they wisely conserved their energy and skated in bursts. 

But for the love of god does the quality of play deteriorate quickly when 
players play “burst and conserve” hockey, and when they take long shifts 
because they’ve just spent 17 minutes on the bench waiting to get back 
on the rink. Go play for 90 seconds, it’s a treat! But don’t stay out until 
you’re in-season-level tired. 

31 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

DO dish it and go east-west. 

As I said, this is everyone’s chance to play a more fun version of the 
game, which isn’t “drive wide and fire one low off the pads for a rebound, 
for the good of the team”-style hockey. Part of the fun of playing with 
other great players is the brand of hockey. This is usually the biggest 
takeaway for new players in these skates. 

There may be three crisp, hard passes that create an open look, and 
excitement builds, then the guy passes it backdoor! Oh that was exciting. 
…But then that player touches it back to the slot, then it goes back to the 
original guy, and 11 seconds later the goalie is angrily dragged off to 
some room with padded walls and the puck’s in the back of the net. 

DON’T re-imagine yourself as Pavel Dastsyuk. 

Do you think the above leads to some over-passing, just maybe a little? 
Summer shinny is obviously different than in-season hockey, but there’s 
a couple things to consider. 

One is that you don’t want to develop habits so bad you get off to a bad 
start in the real season. Like if the Islanders' “Identity Line” comes out in 
September and starts looking tic-tac-toe rather than crash-bang-boom, 
Barry Trotz is going to have a chat with them after the first glimpses of 
that. You wouldn’t mess around with your golf grip at the driving range for 
a couple months and expect things to feel the same on the course. So 
you have to strike a balance there. 

The other is just that goalies are a thing, too, and they generally hate 
skating in shinny at all, because of all the things mentioned above. It’s a 
lot of “don’t shoot until it’s almost a sure goal,” so they’re constantly 
pushing laterally and facing very few shots. They deserve better. At some 
points, obvious shooting positions should result in shots. 

And finally, 

DO enjoy seeing the skill of great players. 

You get to see everyone unchecked from hooking and holding and 
coaches, and skill is never on more pure display. But… 

DON’T believe what your eyes tells you about players in the summer. 

Players train with different focuses at different times, and come back to 
the ice in a wide array of game shape. I usually skated all summer long, 
so when the NHLers came back in August, I looked pretty good by 
comparison. 

Spoiler alert: I was not. 

Some players are better suited for shinny than real hockey (also a 
strength of mine). But in these settings, fighters score goals, talented 
players toe pick on breakaways, and so until the action you’ve seen has 
come from real games with referees and coaches and effort, maybe relax 

on extrapolating what you see in the off-season to the real one. Summer 
shinny leads to all sorts of “wait until you see the season this guy has” 
hopes and dreams that are crushed by November. 

Those off-season pro skates are an animal unto themselves, where the 
key is to find the right mix of trying without being a try-hard, making 
skilled plays without trying to be something you’re not, and trying to get 
better without getting hurt. It’s a delicate balance, yes, but one thousands 
of pros around the world are working at striking during these dog days of 
summer. 

And, if you find yourself out there, you should try your best to do the 
same. 
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TSN.CA / Former Blackhawks coach gives investigators account of 
player abuse allegations 

Former Chicago Blackhawks skills coach Paul Vincent told investigators 
probing abuse allegations that after two players confided in him that they 
were sexually assaulted by former video coach Brad Aldrich, he shared 
their accounts with both the team’s sports psychologist and director of 
security. Rick Westhead has more. 

 

By Rick Westhead 

 

Content Warning: The following article contains references to sexual 
assault 

Former Chicago Blackhawks skills coach Paul Vincent told investigators 
probing abuse allegations that after two players confided in him that they 
were sexually assaulted by former video coach Brad Aldrich, he shared 
their accounts with both the team’s sports psychologist and a security 
officer. 

During an Aug. 7 interview via Zoom with three lawyers from Jenner & 
Block – the Chicago law firm hired in June by the Blackhawks to 
scrutinize claims that team management covered up the alleged sexual 
abuse of two players – Vincent said he first learned of the allegations 
from Chicago defenceman Nick Boynton in May 2010 when the team 
was in San Jose during the Stanley Cup Western Conference final. 

Vincent recorded the hour-long interview with Jenner & Block and 
provided a copy to TSN. 

In the interview, Vincent said that after talking with Boynton, he then 
spoke with the two alleged victims for about 10 minutes. 

“They explain to me what happened,” Vincent told the Jenner & Block 
lawyers. “I didn’t need all the details. I knew that it was wrong. They told 
me that [Aldrich] had tried to touch their penis, wanted to touch their 
penis. That’s all I needed to know. I said, ‘It’s not my spot. I’m not a 
police officer any more. I will go to the proper people.'" 

Vincent said he shared the allegations with Blackhawks sports 
psychologist James Gary and Brian Higgins, a security officer. 

Eric Lifvendahl, Higgins’ attorney, told TSN in an interview on Thursday 
that while his client worked at the United Center during the 2009-10 
season, he did not start working officially for the Blackhawks until 
October 2010. Lifvendahl said Vincent’s statement that he told Higgins 
about the alleged abuse is false. A Blackhawks spokesman did not 
respond to an email requesting confirmation. 

Informed of Higgins' denial, Vincent said he stands by his statement to 
Jenner & Block. 
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A day after speaking with the two Blackhawks players, Vincent said he 
was called into a meeting with team officials including president John 
McDonough, general manager Stan Bowman, vice-president of hockey 
operations Al MacIsaac, and Gary. Vincent told the Jenner & Block 
lawyers another person was present at the meeting but he could not 
recall who it was. 

“I come in and Al MacIsaac says to me, ‘What do you know?’” Vincent 
said. “I said, ‘The same thing I told [Gary and Higgins].’ And with that, Al 
MacIsaac did most of the speaking. He said, ‘We’ve got it handled. You 
are assuming something happened and we’re going to look into it. You 
don’t need to look into it anymore.’” Vincent said he advised the 
executives to report the alleged abuse to police. “I did say to them I think 
you need to call the Chicago PD (Police Department) and have them 
quietly investigate,” Vincent told the Jenner & Block investigators. “That’s 
when MacIsaac said, ‘You don’t need to worry about this. We’ll take care 
of it… You can leave now.’ So I walk outside. Two of the coaches are still 
waiting for me, John Torchetti and Mike Haviland. I said, ‘You won’t 
believe what just happened.’ I explained it. And we went off to dinner.” 

Vincent previously told TSN the players shared their stories with him on 
May 16, 2010, before Game 1 of the Western Conference final against 
San Jose and was called into a meeting with Blackhawks management 
on May 17. 

Investigators asked him in the Aug. 7 interview if the words “handjob” or 
“blowjob” were used by the players who approached the former 
Blackhawks coach. Vincent answered no. 

Asked whether the players had said they had been ejaculated on, 
Vincent answered no. Asked whether a woman or drugs such as “roofies” 
might have been involved in the alleged incidents, Vincent responded 
that he did not know. 

The interview offers a glimpse into how Jenner & Block lawyer Reid 
Schar – a former assistant United States attorney who assisted in the 
prosecution of former Illinois governor Rod Blagojevich – is exploring 
allegations that have been raised in recent months after the Blackhawks 
were sued by both a former Blackhawks player and a one-time high 
school hockey player. 

The former Blackhawks player, referred to in court documents as John 
Doe 1, alleges that Gary told him any incident with Aldrich was his own 
fault and that the Blackhawks covered up his alleged assault. 

The high school hockey player, referred to as John Doe 2 in court 
records, was sexually assaulted by Aldrich in Houghton, Mich., in 2013. 
(Aldrich was sentenced to nine months in prison and 60 months 
probation for that offense.) The player alleges that the Blackhawks fired 
Aldrich in the summer of 2010 and provided him with a positive job 
reference when he left the team. 

The Blackhawks have asked an Illinois court to dismiss both lawsuits. 
The team says that it did not have a legal responsibility to report the 
abuse allegations of the former player because he was not a minor, not 
disabled, and not over the age of 60 and living in a care facility. The 
Blackhawks have also said they aren't responsible for the abuse of the 
teenage player because Aldrich was not provided with a job reference 
specifically for the coaching position with the Michigan high school team. 

Schar has declined to comment on the scope of his investigation and 
referred all questions to the Blackhawks. 

The Blackhawks have pledged that Schar’s findings will be made public 
but have refused to provide any details about the scope of his 
assignment, including whether current team employees will be required 
to cooperate with Schar or whether he will have access to team 
employee emails, text messages, and other potentially relevant 
documents. 

During the hour-long interview, Vincent described both his relationship 
with Blackhawks players and Aldrich’s relationship with the Blackhawks 
coaching staff. 

Vincent said he was hired by the Blackhawks in early 2008 by then-
general manager Dale Tallon, who was fired in July 2009 and replaced 
with Bowman. After Chicago hired coach Joel Quenneville, Vincent said 
he was given the assignment of working with players with both the 
Blackhawks and their minor-league affiliate in Rockford, Ill. 

“With the big club, I was friendly with just about everybody, , all of them,” 
Vincent told Schar. “From [Dustin] Byfuglien to all of them. I was, as a 
couple guys described, I was their grandfather that was a coach.” 

Vincent told Schar he believed Aldrich got his job with the Blackhawks 
through the connections of his father Mike, a long-time equipment 
manager of the San Jose Sharks. It’s unclear whether Mike Aldrich is 
speaking about his son with Schar. 

A Sharks spokesman did not respond to an email requesting comment. 
Vincent told Schar that he and other coaches saw Aldrich every day 
during the 2009-10 season. Aldrich had a cubicle in the coaches’ room 
where he edited game video. 

However, during road trips when coaches typically dined together, 
Aldrich was never invited, Vincent said. “He was not in the inner circle,” 
Vincent told Schar. 

Vincent also said during the Aug. 7 interview that some coaches had 
other concerns about Aldrich’s behaviour during the 2009-10 season. 
Vincent said that Aldrich brought interns to the players’ locker room after 
games to drink alcohol. 

“Some of [the interns] looked younger, looked like minors and he was 
having drinks with them,” Vincent told the investigators. 

Vincent said a Blackhawks coach whom Vincent did not identify spoke to 
Aldrich and told him that what he was doing was not appropriate. 

Aldrich routinely had a 14-year-old boy stay weekends at his apartment, 
Vincent said, adding that he understood the boy’s family was close to 
Aldrich. “Family friend, that’s what I was told,” Vincent told Schar, adding 
that the boy has developed into “a pretty successful hockey player… 
moved along and became an NHL player.” 

Vincent declined to tell Schar the name of that player. 

Vincent was asked about the circumstances around Aldrich’s departure 
from the Blackhawks during the summer of 2010. 

Vincent said he recalled Aldrich being present in a team photo after the 
Stanley Cup win and was on a schedule for a “day with the Stanley Cup.” 

“One day he was gone,” Vincent said. “Normally when you win a Cup 
everybody gets an extension. He’d been broomed out, let go, fired.” 
“What’s your take on how it was handled?” Schar asked. 

“All I know is it never got beyond the Chicago Blackhawks,” Vincent 
responded. 

At the end of the interview, Schar asked Vincent to schedule a second 
interview. Vincent told TSN that won’t happen. 

“I’ve told them all I have to say,” Vincent told TSN on Thursday. 
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TSN.CA / Can the Oilers' offence deliver a legitimate contender? 

Our Seven Questions series continues with the Edmonton Oilers, where 
Travis Yost looks at a team betting big on the offensive side. 

 

By Travis Yost 
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Seven questions, chapter four. We will leave the nation’s capital and their 
looming goaltending quagmire and head to Edmonton, another 
organization looking to return to the post-season after a lengthy layoff. 

Few front offices were more active than the Edmonton Oilers this 
summer. Zach Hyman signed a 7-year, $38-million dollar contract 
through free agency. Defenceman Darnell Nurse was extended on an 8-
year, $74-million dollar deal. The Oilers also acquired Duncan Keith’s 
enormous contract. Secondary cap space was used on more weaponry, 
like re-signing defenceman Tyson Barrie and trading for forward Warren 
Foegele. And it does feel like a last stand of sorts – with limited cap 
flexibility going forward, the Oilers will either need to deliver a winner with 
this group, or be forced to answer serious roster construction questions 
going forward.  

Hyman aside, the Oilers have – intentionally or otherwise – bet on 
offence to deliver a contender this season. Can an all gas, all-out attack 
strategy work in Edmonton? That’s the most pressing question heading 
into next year, and I’m not sure I see a viable alternative to the playoffs 
for a team built in this manner. 

Do not marginalize the offensive component of this roster. It is electric. 
And quite frankly it’s much harder to come across elite, game-breaking 
offensive talent than players who can slow down opposing offences. But I 
am absolutely fascinated by this theoretical Oilers lineup because it is rife 
with one-dimensional players playing with other one-dimensional players.  

Let’s consider a theoretical Oilers lineup heading into next season for 
illustration purposes. The below shows possible five-man units and their 
respective offensive and defensive contributions over the last couple of 
seasons measured relative to their peers. (We will use Evolving Hockey’s 
regression based Goals Above Replacement model for comparison 
purposes.)  

We know what this Edmonton team is – some truly gifted individual 
offensive players with some high upside puck movers on the back-end. 
We also know what this team is not. They won’t be winning very many 
games on the strength of their depth players, off-puck defensive play, or 
goaltending. Like most every team in the salary cap era, you can’t buy 
everything. 

That said, the dichotomy within this lineup fascinates me. Consider the 
extremes observed even just within five-man units: 

- First line, first pairing: That’s an awful lot of offensive firepower. 
McDavid’s scoring numbers since he entered the league are unrelenting, 
and he’s proven it matters not who is on his wing when he’s in the 
offensive zone. But the issue with the McDavid line has always been how 
to turn that relentless offence into a material goal advantage – defensive 
miscues and goaltending shortfalls have routinely muted this group’s net 
impact, which is why I think you will see a lot of McDavid with Jesse 
Puljujarvi and Zach Hyman, quality two-way forwards. I also think you will 
see that because for as great Darnell Nurse and Tyson Barrie are in 
transition and finding passing lanes in the defensive third, they can be a 
complete mess in front of their own net, unable to chase shooters from 
the slot and vulnerable to turnovers on breakouts. 

- Second line, second pairing: We have seen this line in the past, and the 
offensive chemistry is there in spades. In about 450-minutes together, 
the trio has out-scored the opposition 34-to-19 (+15), and in those 
minutes Edmonton carried a considerable territorial advantage. But it’s 
likely they are going to see a lot of minutes with Duncan Keith’s pairing. 
Again, interesting issue here: there have been creeping concerns about 
Keith’s defensive play for years now, he’s going to be playing with a 
defender in Cody Ceci who has struggled to find his footing in any sort of 
top-four role, and they’ll be behind a line that features one of the most 
one-dimensional attackers the league has to offer in Leon Draisaitl. You 
don’t ever want to shorten the leash of a player like Draisaitl, but only 
four forwards in the league (Patrick Kane, Kyle Connor, Mark Scheifele, 
and Patrik Laine) conceded more expected goals on a rate-basis over 
the last two-seasons. 

- Third line, third pairing: One caveat here is that you will surely see Evan 
Bouchard in this mix – the big defensive prospect the Oilers are betting 
on as part of their future. We don’t know much yet about Bouchard at the 
NHL level, but every indication is he’s primed for long-term top-four work 
and may be one of the Oilers best defensive options in short order. 
Additionally: I thought the Foegele trade was a nice upgrade and 
something the team desperately needed. If nothing else, Foegele plays 
with the type of pace and aggression that can wear opposing defences 
down, with limited scoring upside – the 25-year old’s career year was 
back in 2019-20, where he added 13-goals and 17-assists in 68-games. 
And yet again we are talking about a group that has failed to slow down 
opposing offences – a group of skaters who have played in different 
deployments and with different teammates, it should be pointed out. 

- Depth options: Derek Ryan and Devin Shore are both capable fourth-
line options and give Edmonton some flexibility for penalty kill work if 
they’re available.  

All in, this is a decent Edmonton lineup – one that should be able to work 
towards a post-season berth in a weak Pacific division. But it is going to 
be truly captivating watching this team over the course of the regular 
season, and in particular against some of the better teams in the Western 
Conference. Does a rising tide (the brilliant Edmonton attack) lift all boats 
(the very many holes around this roster, most specifically a team that’s 
going to struggle to limit goals against all year), or will this team struggle 
to find its footing like last season? 

One thing is certain: this season will be a referendum on Ken Holland 
and the broader Oilers front office’s work to build around Connor 
McDavid. Now we get to see what happens. 
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TSN.CA / 'Other' Americans to watch at the women’s worlds in Calgary 

While the current United States roster boasts 15 players who won gold at 
the 2019 women’s worlds, it also features several up-and-coming 
players, many of whom will be making their world championship debuts 
later this month at the 2021 tournament in Calgary. 

 

By Meaghen Johnson 

 

If the American women’s hockey team is going to claim a sixth straight 
gold medal at this month’s women’s world championship, it’s going to 
need contributions from other players beyond the big names of Kendall 
Coyne Schofield, Hilary Knight and Amanda Kessel. 

The United States will begin its defence of its 2019 gold medal at the 
pandemic-delayed 2021 IIHF Women’s World Hockey Championship in 
Calgary. The top-ranked Americans open the tournament on Aug. 20 
against Switzerland, which can be seen live on TSN. 

The Americans have been led by some of the biggest names in women’s 
hockey during this run of gold medals. 

In 2019, Knight was the tournament’s top scorer and Coyne Schofield 
was named best forward. Two years before that, Brianna Decker was 
named tournament MVP. 

While the current U.S. roster boasts 15 players who won gold at the 2019 
women’s worlds, it also features several up-and-coming players, many of 
whom will be making their world championship debuts. 

Here are some Americans that fans and opponents will want to keep an 
eye on at this year’s tournament. 

Natalie Buchbinder 
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Defence 

Age: 22 

It’s been an eventful year for Buchbinder. The senior for the Wisconsin 
Badgers made her return to the ice in January after a 10-month layoff 
due to a combination of COVID-19 and injury. Last September, she had 
surgery to repair a torn labrum that she had been playing with for a year, 
a procedure which had been postponed from March due to the 
pandemic. 

Buchbinder’s return to the Wisconsin blue line was summarized by her 
teammate, Delaney Drake. 

“We were able to breathe again,” Drake told Madison.com. “’OK, we’re 
going to be fine. Nat’s back there. She’s got my back.’” 

Two months later, Wisconsin won the national championship, the second 
straight title for Buchbinder and the Badgers after the tournament was 
cancelled in 2020. Ten days after that, Buchbinder, a native of Fairport, 
N.Y., was named to the U.S. roster for the world championship, which 
was originally slated for May in Halifax and Truro, N.S., before ultimately 
being rescheduled for August. 

“She's certainly capable of being an offensive threat, but also easy for 
her to settle in and be a stay-at-home defenceman, which is tough to find 
– someone that can contribute in both ways,” U.S. head coach Joel 
Johnson told TSN in April. “She can rush the puck, she makes clean exit 
passes, she's a great offensive player on the blue line with not only her 
ability to shoot the puck, but just her ability to read the play and instincts 
that she has.” 

Buchbinder’s success this year is just the latest in what is already an 
impressive career. As a junior, despite playing with a torn labrum, she 
recorded 42 blocked shots, second-most on the team, and was a plus-
29. 

On the international stage, she won gold at the 2017 IIHF U18 Women’s 
World Championship. She made her debut with the U.S. senior team in 
the 2019-20 Rivalry Series against Canada, picking up an assist in the 
United States’ 2-1 win in the second game of the series. 

Jesse Compher 

Forward 

Age: 22 

Compher made her world championship debut in 2019 as a 19-year-old, 
albeit in a limited role, and took home gold. She was named to the roster 
for the 2020 world championship that was cancelled due to COVID-19. 

“She's just a well-rounded player that I look forward to and that has the 
kind of skill set [that] gives you a long shelf life as a professional hockey 
player,” Johnson said. 

Compher is coming off an impressive four-year stint with Boston 
University. She ranks fifth all-time in school history in assists (81) and 
ninth in points (127). In her sophomore season, she ranked third in the 
nation with 61 points and was a top-10 finalist for the Patty Kazmaier 
Award, given annually to the best collegiate player in women’s hockey. 

In a pandemic-shortened 2020-21 season, Compher led the Terriers with 
seven goals and 11 points in nine games, and her 1.38 points per game 
was fifth best in Division 1. She was also named to the Hockey East All-
Star team for a third straight year. 

On the international level, Compher, a native of Northbrook, Ill., won 
back-to-back gold medals at the IIHF U18 Women’s World Championship 
in 2016 and 2017. She also played with the senior team during the 
Rivalry Series against Canada at the end of 2019 and spent some time 
centring the top line. 

“Jesse's a really versatile player,” said Johnson “She always has been…. 
She's that kind of a unique personality that doesn't need to be in the 
spotlight but isn't afraid of it.” 

Caroline Harvey 

Defence 

Age: 18 

The youngest player on the American roster, Harvey has yet to make her 
NCAA debut with the Wisconsin Badgers after signing her letter of intent 
with the school last fall. 

Along with Britta Curl, Lacey Eden and Abbey Murphy, Harvey is in line 
to become the first U.S. woman born in the 2000s to play in a world 
championship. She will also be the first 18-year-old American to make 
her women’s worlds debut since Megan Keller in 2018. 

“Caroline is somebody who just kept raising her hand as we went through 
some evaluation camps, and said, ‘Hey, don't forget about me. I can play 
too, even though I'm young,’” said Johnson. 

Harvey, a native of Pelham, N.H., was also the youngest player invited to 
an American evaluation camp last year, which did not go unnoticed by 
Wisconsin head coach Mark Johnson. 

“[Harvey] brings a strong compete level who has proven her abilities at 
the highest level within her age level,” he said. “She brings physicality 
and finesse to our blue line. She will be relied on to stop opponents' top 
forwards and contribute offensively on special teams."   

Harvey has competed in two IIHF U18 Women’s World Championships, 
winning both silver (2019) and gold (2020). At the 2020 tournament, she 
posted a team-best plus-4 rating in five games and was named one of 
the U.S. team’s top three players of the tournament.  

“The reason she's on this team is because she's fast, and she's big, and 
she's strong,” said Joel Johnson. “When you combine those physical 
abilities with the unique plays that she's able to make, in particular with 
the puck – it's just impressive. She's a special player and a special 
talent… I think as time goes on, you will see that she is one of the most 
dynamic players for Team USA.” 

Harvey will also now have the opportunity to play alongside one of her 
former coaches on the under-18 team, Brianna Decker, who served as 
an assistant with the squad. 

Abby Roque 

Forward 

Age: 23 

Roque has been the star of the PWHPA Dream Gap Tour this year. In 
her professional debut for Minnesota’s Team Adidas on Feb. 27, Roque 
netted two goals and added two assists in a 5-2 win over New 
Hampshire’s Team WSF.  

She followed that up the next night with another goal and two assists in a 
contest at Madison Square Garden, the first-ever professional women’s 
hockey game played at the arena, earning high praise from her 
teammates. 

“I think she’s going to be the best player in the world, plain and simple,” 
Knight said after the game at MSG. “It’s incredible to see her develop on 
a daily basis. Watch out for her. The sky is the limit. When she gets to 
put it all together and gets some time under her belt, it’s going to be lights 
out.” 

Roque finished as the leading scoring in the American section of the 
Dream Gap Tour with six goals and 11 points. 

“Abby Roque can be one of the great players to put on the sweater for 
USA Hockey,” said Johnson. “There's nobody that plays the game with 
more pure joy and love for the game while also having a really healthy 
chip on her shoulder that allows her to compete.” 

Her early professional success comes after an impressive career at the 
University of Wisconsin. As a junior, she helped lead the Badgers to a 
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national championship and Wisconsin was 29-0-2 when Roque recorded 
at least a point. 

In her senior year, she was a finalist for the Patty Kazmaier Award and 
recorded a career-best 26 goals and 58 points. She finished ninth on the 
program’s all-time scoring list with 170 points. 

Canadian fans may already know Roque’s name, as she made her debut 
with the U.S. national team in the 2019-20 Rivalry Series, picking up two 
goals. She’s also a two-time medallist at the IIHF U18 Women’s World 
Championship, taking home silver in 2014 and gold in 2015. Roque was 
set to make her women’s worlds debut at last year’s tournament before it 
was cancelled. 

Roque is a dual American/Canadian citizen. Her father, Jim, was born in 
Sudbury, Ont., and is currently a pro scout with the Toronto Maple Leafs. 
Roque, who is Native American, grew up in Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., and 
is part of the Wahnapitae First Nation, located near Sudbury, Ont. 

Grace Zumwinkle 

Forward 

Age: 22 

Zumwinkle is coming off a standout season for the Minnesota Gophers, 
which led to her being named a finalist for the Patty Kazmaier Award as 
well as an All-American. 

She finished with 17 goals in 20 games, second-most in the NCAA, and 
just eight off her personal best in a shortened season. She has 84 career 
goals with Wisconsin, 10th most in school history, and 148 points. 

Her coach at Minnesota, Brad Frost, told pattykaz.com: “She’s always 
been somebody that has had a great shot and great speed, but she’s 
worked incredibly hard on getting to the net and a little more into those 
greasy areas, and she’s been really successful.” 

Zumwinkle already has a winning pedigree on the international stage, 
winning back-to-back gold medals at the IIHF U18 Women’s World 
Championship in 2016 and 2017. In the 2017 tournament, she led the 
Americans in scoring with four goals and six points in five games. She 
also netted the game-winner in the gold-medal match against Canada, 
scoring with just over two minutes remaining in regulation.  

The native of Excelsior, Minn., was set to make her debut with the U.S. 
national team at the 2020 women’s worlds before its cancellation. 

“Grace Zumwinkle has some separating factors to her game,” said 
Johnson “There's not many people who can shoot the puck harder or 
better. But what's equally impressive is the other details that maybe 
weren't strengths of hers that she has now turned into strengths to get to 
this level.” 
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TSN.CA / Team Canada player profile: Sarah Fillier 

When a player makes her debut with the Canadian women’s hockey 
team as an 18-year-old, people are going to take notice. Sarah Fillier did 
exactly that in 2018, and she has marked herself as the future of 
Canadian hockey. 

 

By Meaghen Johnson 

 

Sarah Fillier 

Position: Forward  

Hometown: Georgetown, Ont. 

Age: 21 

When a player makes her debut with the Canadian women’s hockey 
team as an 18-year-old, people are going to take notice. Sarah Fillier did 
exactly that in 2018, and she has marked herself as the future of 
Canadian hockey. 

Fillier was a multi-sport athlete growing up in Georgetown, Ont., taking 
part in badminton, basketball, flag football, ultimate frisbee and track and 
field. With hockey, she played for the North Halton Twisters and Halton 
Hurricanes Boys AA before joining the Oakville Jr. Hornets in the 
Provincial Women’s Hockey League (PWHL). 

In her first season with Oakville in 2015-16, Fillier had 11 points in 22 
games and won silver at the Ontario Women’s Hockey Association 
(OWHA) provincials. She really started to turn heads the following 
season, recording 24 goals and 50 points in 34 games. She also finished 
with 11 points in 12 playoff games, helping the Hornets win the PWHL 
Championship and OWHA provincials.  

Fillier was named Oakville’s captain for the 2017-18 season. While the 
Hornets were unable to defend their titles in both the PWHL 
Championship and OWHA provincials, taking home silver in both 
competitions, Fillier led the PWHL playoffs in scoring with 12 points in 10 
games, and she earned MVP honours at the OWHA provincials.  

She also picked up two gold medals while playing for Ontario Red, taking 
home the top prize in 2016 and 2017 at the National Women’s Under-18 
Championship. Fillier finished with a combined eight goals in the two 
tournaments and was also named MVP in 2017. 

At 16, FIllier made her debut with Canada’s under-18 team and won 
silver with the squad at the 2017 IIHF U18 Women’s World 
Championship. One year later, she captained the team to bronze at the 
tournament, finishing with five points in six games.  

In 2018, Fillier burst onto the NCAA scene with Princeton after 
committing to the team in Grade 10. As a rookie, she led the team in 
scoring, led the NCAA in both rookie scoring and points per game (1.97), 
and helped the Tigers to an Ivy League championship. She took home 
many awards that season, including national Rookie of the Year 
(becoming the first-ever ECAC player to win the honour), Ivy League 
Player of the Year, NCAA Second Team All-American, and she was a 
top-10 finalist for the Patty Kazmaier Award, given annually to the top 
collegiate women’s hockey player.  

FIllier made her debut with the Canadian senior team as an 18-year-old – 
the only collegiate freshman on the squad – at the 2018 Four Nations 
Cup. Playing on a line with Natalie Spooner and Sarah Nurse, Filler 
netted her first goal in a 6-1 win over Sweden in the preliminary round, 
becoming the first player born in 2000 to score for the national team.  

“The first 2000-born player, I take a lot of pride in that,” she told the 
Canadian Press. “I want to prove myself at this level and not just be here 
because they want me to get the experience. I want to make a difference 
at this level.” 

Fillier also spent time with Canada’s development team and she featured 
in the two-game exhibition series against the United States in the fall of 
2019, scoring her second-ever goal with the senior team in a 4-1 win for 
Canada.  

In her sophomore year at Princeton, Fillier picked up where she left off. 
Serving as team captain, she finished eighth in NCAA scoring with 57 
points and ranked second in the nation in points per game (1.84). She 
was once again named a top-10 finalist for the Patty Kazmaier Award 
and a Second Team All-American. 

Filler was especially impressive in the ECAC playoffs, as Princeton won 
its first-ever conference championship. In the Tigers’ quarter-final series 
against Quinnipiac, Fillier scored the series-clinching goal in double 
overtime. She finished with four goals and nine points and also earned 
Most Outstanding Player honours. 
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“Sarah is one of the best 200-foot players in North America,” Princeton 
head coach Cara Morey said. “She sees the game at an elite level and is 
often one step ahead of her opponents. She contributes in all areas of 
the game. She can shut down opponents defensively and can also 
contribute offensively on the scoreboard.” 

Princeton qualified for the NCAA Championship in 2020, but the 
tournament was cancelled due to COVID-19. The Tigers also had their 
2020-21 season cancelled after the Ivy League suspended all winter 
sports.  

Fillier has seen little time on the ice since the premature end of her 2019-
20 collegiate season. She was set to make her women’s worlds debut at 
the 2020 tournament, but that was also cancelled because of the 
pandemic. 
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USA TODAY / Calgary Flames assistant GM Chris Snow throws out first 
pitch two years after ALS diagnosis 

 

ALYSSA HERTEL   | USA TODAY 

 

Chris Snow, the assistant general manager of the Calgary Flames, will 
throw out the first pitch at Fenway Park on Thursday when the Boston 
Red Sox play the Tampa Bay Rays. 

While ceremonial first pitches have become routine in baseball – with 
celebrities and other athletes taking the mound – Snow’s experience will 
be different. He was diagnosed with ALS in June 2019 and was told he 
would only have one year to live. Snow is familiar with the aggressive 
form of Lou Gehrig’s disease; he lost his dad, his cousin and two uncles 
to ALS. 

Now, more than two years since his own diagnosis and one day after his 
40th birthday, Snow will return to a stadium he knows all too well, having 
grown up in the Boston area and worked as a beat reporter covering the 
Red Sox for the Boston Globe. 

He’s also familiar with the sport, coaching his son, Cohen, in baseball. 
Moments like this have become a family affair, with Cohen – and 
daughter, Willa – joining his dad in throwing out a pitch Thursday. Cohen 
is ready for his five minutes of fame, but he also knows it could go terribly 
wrong. 

Special day at Fenway, as Flames assistant GM (and former Globe 
writer) Chris Snow throws out the first pitch with his family. 

Snow, who celebrated his 40th birthday yesterday, was diagnosed with 
ALS more than 2 years ago. 

The entire Snow family continues to be an inspiration. 
pic.twitter.com/OrAdlRtKZk 

— Conor Ryan (@ConorRyan_93) August 12, 2021 

“Most first pitches are fails,” he told the Calgary Sun. “So, I’m really 
hoping that doesn’t happen to me.” 

Snow is prepared as well, joking that he’s aiming for the middle ground 
between George Bush at Yankee Stadium and Dr. Anthony Fauci at 
Nationals Park. He shared a video on social media of his practice leading 
up to the pitch. 

The Flames executive has become an inspiration in the ALS community, 
showing that the degenerative disease won’t hold him back from the 
things he loves. As his wife, Kelsie, put it when her husband was first 

diagnosed, “Someone has to be the first person to live with ALS rather 
than die from it.” 

Snow is still heavily involved with Flames’ operations, working in contract 
negotiations and data analysis. He and Kelsie have raised more than 
$500,000 for ALS research. He’s spent time biking to work, playing golf 
and kicking a field goal, showing that his disease won’t slow him. 

His focus right now is throwing out as good of a first pitch as he can. 
Come October, he’ll start his 15th season working in the NHL and 11th 
with the Flames. 
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